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1. ARTICLE 21- Restrictions to Safeguard the Balance of Payments
(FirstReading)
Mr. BRONZ (United States) said Article 21 provided the most sweeping

escape from the basic obligations of the Charter, because it authorized
the imposition of quantitative restrictions, which provide the absolute
barrier to the international movement of goods, and because it covered
the entire field of trade. Article 21 recognized both the importance to
the individual countries of adequate means of protection in the event
of financial emergency and the importance to all other countries of

Protecting their export markets against quantitative restrictions.
Paragraph 1 of Article 21 stated that quantitative restrictions

may be imposed in order to safeguard the balance of payments, subject
to the Provisions of the paragraphs following.

Paragraph 2 (a) set forth the basic financial text for determining
whether or not a country is in serious enough financial difficulties as

to Justify a resort to quantitative restrictions. Paragraph 2 of

Article 24 was designed to assure expert evaluation of the monetary and
financial factors which would determine the judgments made under this

paragraph. Paragraph 2(b) provided for the gradual relaxation and
elimination of quantitative restrictions when the country's financial
position was no longer serious enough to Justify suchrestrictions.
Unnecessary prolongation of restrictions could be as deleterious as their
unnecessary imposition.

Paragraph 3 (a) in effect directed the Organization togive members
the benefit of the doubt during the postwar adjustment period.
Paragraph 3 (b) was designed to exclude the argument that quantitative
restrictions were not "necessary" in a given case because various other
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measures, more particullyar a modification of fa uyempoloymentl poet policy,ailablewrlat financialdifficulties.Thusparagraph 3 (b)ai4eto;ldifficsultiesa.Thua aragraph 3 (b)
recognized the individormulateual sovereignty of the member countries to forlat
gthercdoeti amprogrmes. The UniStatesgdeleaion regarded the

) (i)aswhjjoithsntaessnotvt.ig", hrase in paragraph3llynuecary.ess
membersPara7phc (afomulationt, hweverr, pFvided mtmhat.nersst in thartfifnatln
pr uegarr oe th;rstoraon of financial equilibrium on a permanent

ent of productiveresources.basiswell as to,steoconmicplemoyment rocetriv esources.
5p-caph 3 (c)(ii) laid down the token import rule in order to
resultfromanm=gitG4 the damage to faircompetition olduJresult an
absolute stoppageof trade. This was not a strict requirement. Thj
entorsandauthors.provisoniasl sfeguaadddethe rgihts of foregninvientthor.s
uE-agbph 3 c) (iii) placQd the dditional responsibility on a

countryusing quantitative restrictions to avoid unnecessary damageto
the commercial or economic interests of any other country.

Paragraph 4 provided for consultation of thememberwith the
organization concerning the imposition of quantitative restrictions,but
containednorequirements for prior approval of the organization. Such

consultation hadalreadyproved practicable and beneficial. Sub-
paragraph4 (b) alsorecognized that the use of quantitative restrictions
byonenatiosis the concern of all others. Sub-paragraph 4 (c)provided
a procedure for advanced determination by the organization ofitsviews
on the applicability of Article 21 in givenhypothetical circumstances,
should a countrywishto have definite assurances for its own advance

planning.Sub-paragraph 4 (d) sets forth a complaint procedure, which
the Preparatory Committee felt to be an essential ingredient of this
Article. '' ' -' ''
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derlying clausesofInattXralagron&4ment omenuzaars to remove. hue ndeofg arld-widedisaquilib yum.gitw. : - ; -,-
ZBeli.ul..tatedtatechineation roogized, that

attersoflifeandayme4*1 dPftpnts,fculics :ecur, th.taremhey asrezlatt
ossdeath for the countries concerned and thwasat it s possible to wait

less, theyopposed.ra pao uls borcvme-rnd&,a dsequilibrium. Neveersthb
ntrarytothjespiritiouArtic1.Itles2wsaetiructve of the characterand co pritproeisionsusuibsvof Ctrte.Evee chanrrywyot ounldwat to muaeke s ofi

mentsandaragraff £.3 ( sm4emeaidw might try to edeo;c-mtenmts .an:
claim, /proclaim
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proclaim their own sovereignty in an effort to solve their domestic economic
problems. Paragraph 3 (b) (i) seemed to say that no state need explain the
restrictions it applied; it would lead to economic chaos. Elsewhere in the
Charter the need for concerted action and co-operation was emphasized and
such co-operation was indeed a duty, but paragraph 3 could only lead to
the abrogation of the Charter and the sterility of the Organization.

A confusion had arisen concerning the difference between industrial
and under-developed countries. The basic error was the assumption that
each area in the world faced economic and social problems of a unique and
individual character, which demanded unique solution; in fact the problems
of each country had certain points of similarity with the problems of other
economies and could not be resolved by each state autonomously. Both
industrialized and undeveloped countries varied greatly between themselves;
the common factor was the aim of productive employment for all resources,
human and material. This was the link binding industrial countries and
binding all countries, and this the common purpose on which the Organization
could be built. It was a question of whether the solution was for each
country to take measures independently or for all to seek a solution by
concerted action. Autonomous action would create more problems than it
solved, and would lead to economic warfare or to world domination by one
power. Common and concerted action was worthy of trial and was in conformity
with the aims of the United Nations. It was a modest method which did not
under-estimate the difficulties. There must, however, be enough boldness
to eliminate provisions which would vitiate the Charter.

Mr. CAMPOS (Brazil) stated that his delegation had made certain
proposals in Committee II concerning Article 13, but inasmuch as they dealt
with quantitative restrictions, it was appropriate to restate them. A sense

of balance mast be maintained in considering the problem of quantitative
restrictions and Brazil as approach to that problem was pragmatic: each case

must be Judged on its merits for, although quantitative restrictions were

a dangerous weapon, they could greatly assist economic planning. It was

vital that the Judgements of the Organization under Article 13 should be
impartial. The attitude of the Organization would depend on a variety of
decisions not yet taken by the Conference; the composition of the Executive
Board, the voting procedure, the composition of the Tariff Committee and
so on. *

The Brazilian delegation hadproposed a series of amendments to Article 13
as follows: (1) they wished to shorten the period of consultation setforth
in paragraph 2 (b) by consulting the principal suppliers; (2) the words "and
its long-run effect on the standard 6 living within the country contemplating

/in the measure"
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in the measure" should be added to paragraph 2 (c); (3) paragraph 4 (b) should
contain a broad and flexible criterion which countries could use in securing
permission for quantitative restrictions; (4) they had proposed that a note,
be appended to Article 13 stating that the Executive Board was the competent
authority to take decisions under Article 13 and that there would be a right
of appeal from the Executive Board's decisions to the Conference (as set forth
in Article 90 paragraph 3; (5) the wording of paragraph 5 (b) should be
clarified.

Mr. GUERRA (Cuba) said that Articles 21-24 were fundamental. The Cuban
delegation had submitted no amendments, but it reserved the right to defend
certain suggestions in committee and sub-committee. Quantitative restrictions
were indeed a double-edged weapon but were especially harmful to countries
whose economy was dependent upon exports. When exports of such countries were

limited by the application of restrictions by others, their imports must of
necessity be reduced as a consequence. His country's acceptance of these
Articles sprang from their willingness to recognize the facts of the post-war
crisis.

The conditions of the important paragraph 2 (a) should not be loosened
by deleting the words "imminent" or "serious". Of equal importance were the
provisions for progressive relaxation and ultimate elimination of restrictions
as conditions of balance of payments improved. At the suggestion of his
delegation, paragraph 5 had been added in Geneva to provide forgeneral
consultation, as well as bilateral consultation, concerning quantitative
restrictions. The word "unreasonably" should be deleted from
paragraph 3 (c) (ii). -

The rolFuDe of the Interrnationarl Monetarynd was the greatest guaantee
that the use of quantitative restrictiossible.ns would be limited as much as po.
It wamens especa.13ue to miae jdudgiewnts nhe matters referret In,

thesakeofclarityparagraph 2 Artialating,e 4. latiF saf clarty the prisions. re.-.
t exchange-xagets should. be eprated from the rest of Article -24.-
edwritten intq anew Artle. --

Mr. WONW(stBica)onsderedd Artiles 0 and 21-togeter wih -
Articleits 13, 14 sd.0 al of Rights for countries which might find. t..
neceaay to.pse restrictions on imports to further -thireconomic
develonapment Costnanla Rica had recently accepted the advice of the Internaio
Monetary Fnd anhed had.ntroduced "indirect" quantitative restrictions. T5
centra useofl purpose.fe Ztunw to avoid -the ecssity for the'usep .-

certainkindofquantitativeQasriqtins, yett.7P h -pprovd-a certin-dn,
aymentsofhiscountry.hresctrictiompde. -er,.t.thq eofp.. itof ioun.

strusctfHahecriteriawhichtf crithrih. dments to.rtJ.l 21 4 t of.'±eaai
the ibutpeornmit ue, bsympathetteticasymput thard would of necessity give W=ath
consideration to countries meriting aid. If each country had one vote and the
riExght to appeal against the decisions of the ecutive Board, the weaker
cou/Thntrwordi/Tordes would have suficient safeuids. ke ;
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The word "review" should be defined by the Sub-Committee studying

paragraph 4 (b) of Article 21 or by the Central Drafting Committee.

Mr. COREA (Ceylon) said the words at the beginning of Paragraph 3 (b) (i)

"notwithstanding..." were the core of the Article. If they were deleted as

suggested by the Representative of the United States, Paragraph 3 (b) would

be entirely subject to Paragraph 2 (a), and the result might be disastrous.

The representative of the United States had also stated that Paragraph 3

did not provide independent basis for the use of quantitative restrictions;

they could be used only to meet financial difficulties resulting from the

adoption of programmes of industrial development, etc. The Representative
of CEYLON had the impression that Article 21 could be applied in order to

prevent financial difficulties which would arise from the adoption of these

programmes. Restrictions could be adopted, that is to say, in order to meet

or prevent financial difficulties which obviously would be inherent in the

domestic programme. If that principle were approved, then the Member concerned
should not be constrained to wait for the financial difficulties to arise.
If the Representative of the United States was correct, then the value of

the Article would be reduced to a large extent. -: -.

The two points should be discussed and clarified ine the Sub-Committe.;
Tumnhe CHAI med the discussion of Article 2als1. e pandroposed.d:

amouldkendments be referred to the Sub-wCiommittee hch wouuld be set p

at the conclusion of thefirst reading of Article 24, to consider A,rticles 21
23 and 24. -

2. ARTICI2:' N-DiscriminatoryQ Administration of' uatitative'
tictions. (First Reading)

Pgeph -

(Item 41) Myrh.FARINA (Uruguay) saidta the amendment proposed b 'is

delegation involvomakeed only a change in wording in the first sentence t

it more precise.

(Item 52) Mr.LUNA OLO Mexico) said that the .adnistration tof

quantitative resstrt.ictionshuld not show discrimination of any' o.;-
Although he had made no, amendment of the first phrase of Paragraph 2(d)

efonsidnderedthefactit could be made more precise. Notwithstaeng "

that there seemed tosharesbe a certain equality in the criterion by which
were allocated, the s20pecial factors referred to in the Note to Article
and in ParagraTph 4eamanight give rise to prejudicial decisions. he xic
amendment introdu dmoe 'ojctive criteria.

The amangnnto tdratting.fo Paragraph 4 (item 58) was merely ecnge-ffi g
Mr. AUGlrTIB cholvghki thought the Uruguaayan poposal ip$t

improve the woig of the Paragracpihe. He doubted, however, if produetv

/was,
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capacity was a suitable bases for the fixing of quotas, as each country had
its natural suppliers. Quotas should be allocated according to the traditional
channels of trade.

Mr. FORTHOMME (Belgium) was doubtful about the Uruguayan and Mexican
amendments. The latter, in particular, complicated rather than simplified the

situation. It did not allow for competition between producers of a given
product. Productive capacity was not the same as export capacity.

Mr. COLOCOTRONIS (Greece), referring to the first sentence of the Mexican
amendment to Paragraph 2 (d), wondered what would happen if a country which

had a substantial interest in supplying another country during a representative
period, such as between 1935 and 1939, later ceased to exist, or if such a

country had become absorbed in the reconstruction of its devastated industries
and could not even fill its previous quota. These questions were not solved

by the amendment, nor was the problem of price. Greece had entered into
bilateral agreements with certain countries in the pre-war period; he asked
what would happen now to the quote of one of these countries if it asked too

high a price and whether the Charter would allow for free disposal of such
quotas.

The CHAIRMAN stated that if the conditions described were applicable to
a particular product, the years immediately before the war might not be regarded
as a representative period and therefore a country would be justified in taking
a later period as more representative.

(Item 53) It was agreed that the Geneva Draft Note to Paragraph 2,
sub-paragraph (d) should be dropped.

(Item 54) Mr. ALAMAN (Turkey) stated that as it stood, sub-paragraph (d)
contemplated a situation which prevailed in the past, and this was detrimental
to recently established industries. It would be only fair so go beyond. previous
practice and consider new industries.

Mr. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia) suggested that, although reconstruction
would be more practically dealt with in Article 15, the Turkish proposal might
be amended to read as follows: "..... those economically backward or

war devastated countries..... "

Mr. FORTHOMME (Belgium) said the Turkish amendment was very significant.
It showed to what extent quantitative restrictions might jeopardize the future

development of trade and employment programmes. Moreover, the amendment should
be extended to cover all new industries since the industrialized countries had
to establish new export industries.

Mr. LEDDY (United States), referring to the Amendment of Turkey, said
he would not object to any amendment which would clarify the term
"special factors" so that adequate representation in quotas should be given

/to new
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to new industries on a competitive basis with others.

Paragraph 3

r(Item 55) Mr. A (ia) said his bmendentwouAd intoduc some.

degree of elasticioty into the provisions requiring public notice tbegiven
of the quantity or valaue of the product permitted to be imported under
quota system. There wouldbe practical difficulties in enforcing this.
provision.If publichnotice were given, the public could inferhow te
ban.c ofq aym.sesqsitshauations was changing from time.totime, Iguoaebd
to be changed frequently, this might encourage speculation and have an

unsettlingefect oo trade, aondathe country might be inclined to fix theqgu
in the fisrset instance at a low level for purposes of afty. For these reasons

a rigid applicatuion of this provisioneould not be insisted.pn.
(Item 56) Mr. AUGENHIR (Czechoslovakia) stated that his comment

referred to aIhe provisions wvhe te harter requested full publicity
as to the quotas among the supplying countries. Full publicity would be

possible only on two conditions: firsta if all those concerned would behve
in an exemplary manner, and second if the country involved had only todeal

with Members of the ITO. *-

otasMr. LEDDY (United States) believed that the rule of publishing qu
was ehessential in orderto assure :e operation and administration of tb-
rulnotbees regarding non-discrimination. Those important benefitshould -q
detoaniedto Members because a non-Membamight also profit. Referring' o

sstatent-y-e presentative of fI)IA,ed that t Vtas poible .f.:.
countraiprovidedfulles erte- qanitative 'retrctions without a. qoteaoddu
informationwaswere given to other members of ITO. The quota system
premfersablebut Iowas totlways practicable from the adwinitative pint
of view.

(Item 57)Mhthisr. ADKAR (India) stated.ht-te ain reason wbiE
Delaegation conPsrairder3ed it a necessity to propose the amendment agaph(b)
Ws s ecamse underssPamragraph 2 members could only usea licensing pte if
quotnasere nso puracticabsle. It might, however, be-eessary to-s quota.
for admwoinistrative reasons, in which event publicity uldtherefore involve

serious practical difficulties. . - . -- :

Mr. TINOCO (Costa Rica), referringto Paragraph 2 (a) and.(b)$d
kllit would not be preferable to add "bycountrieeafter the words ".,.h-
be fed".:Te Article'ddnt eat ho the quotas would be' "fxed"..

(Item -59) Thlr'Geev Jote asreferred-to th S>bCommtteer
Proposed new Paa- -: '-- -- ,: -

(Item 60) Mr. DJEBBARA (Syria) did not unrsad V coul-
establish a quota without taking into account the currency available to it.

Mr. BZElEN(Pland, eorsed the Amendment of Syria. Ohe Gnea Draft ;

/as based
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was based on the assumption that quantitative restrictions could be administered

within the framework of international trade based upon the convertibility of

all currency. So long as this was not a fact, the principle of

non-discrimination could not be achieved.

Mr. LIMA CAMPOS (Brazil) did not think the amendment necessary.
After some discussion during which the Representative of the United States

suggested that the amendments of Syria and Lebanon should properly fall within

Article 23, and was opposed by the representatives of Belgium and Greece, it

was decided to refer the Amendment to the Sub-Committee to consider

Articles 20 and 21, for a decision as to whether or not it should more

appropriately fall in the province of the Sub-Committee considering
Articles 21, 23 and 24.

Mr. BRIGNOLI (Argentina) said that Articles 22 and 23 were so closely
linked that he wished to discuss his amendments to both Articles at the

same time.

Argentine was ready to accept a general rule on the non-discriminatory
administration of quantitative restrictions as expressed in paragraph 1, of

Article 22, but felt that application of the rule must wait on two

conditions (1) general equilibrium in international trade and payment and

(2) general adhesion of members to the International Monetary Fund. The

application of the rule without the fulfilment of those conditions would lead
to grave difficulties; countries lacking in the foreign exchange necessary for

the working of a multilateral system would have to resort to restrictions and
reductions of their imports. It would be proper to establish the principle
of non-discrimination in the Charter and to subordinate any rules to the two

considerations he had listed.

The CHAIRMAN reviewed the discussion on Article 22. There had been

general agreement on paragraph 1 and a difference of views on its

applicability. The Committee agreed to refer the proposed amendments to a

Sub-Committee to consider Articles 20 and 22.

It was agreed that the terms of reference should be to examine, and

submit recommendations to Committee III concerning the proposals on

Articles 20 and 22 with authority to consult if considered necessary with

Sub-Committee II on Articles 13 and 14. It was agreed that the following
countries should be members of the Sub-Committee: Ceylon, Chile, China,
Colombia,.Egypt, France, Ireland, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Peru,
South Africa, Sweden, United Kingdom and United States.

The meeting rose at 7.30 p.m.


